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Sacred Journey to Atlantis
Information, exercises, and guided meditations to become an
enlightened master in this lifetime There is an unprecedented
opportunity for spiritual growth. In The Archangel Guide to
Enlightenment and Mastery, authors Diana Cooper and Tim
Whild help you take advantage of this opportunity, connecting
you to the highest frequency dragons, unicorns, angels, and
great ascended masters who are assisting you to move into
your true potential. For the first time since the golden era of
Atlantis, those who are ready can be bathed in ninthdimensional frequencies. The entire book vibrates at the fifth
to seventh dimension, interwoven with incredible shining ninthdimensional threads. Lord Kuthumi, the world teacher, takes
you into his twelve teaching temples, where he and great
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universal angels and masters guide you on a training course
into enlightenment and mastery. In addition, many of the
greatest masters ever to serve our planet share their secrets
and assistance. Lord Voosloo--the highest frequency high
priest to have served in Atlantis--has allowed us to access his
incredible energy to take the reader to the highest levels now
achievable on planet Earth. Full of guided meditations and
invaluable insights, The Archangel Guide to Enlightenment
and Mastery is a must-read for those who wish to fulfill their
soul missions in this life and serve Gaia in the fifth dimension
and beyond.

Rhuna, Keeper of Wisdom
In a comprehensive and compelling manner, this guide to one
of the world’s most mysterious civilizations enables readers
to tap into and harness the spiritual wisdom and power of
Atlantis. With guidance on how to understand the profound
truths of the Atlantean culture, the fascinating and inspiring
lives of these ancients are fully divulged—from their social
structures, beliefs, and practices to their extraordinary
technological knowledge. Special chapters devoted to
crystals—from their essences and remedies to the crucial role
they played in Atlantis—are also included.

The Lost Teachings of Atlantis
In the distant past, when a utopian civilization built the
pyramids and other megalithic structures using magical
powers, a young girl named Rhuna learns the truth about her
father and the enemy that caused his demise. The idyllic
civilization in which she flourishes and finds love is threatened
by this old nemesis, and only Rhuna possesses the special
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inherited skills to stop him.

The Wars of Atlantis
Discover how to achieve release-quality mixes even in the
smallest studios by applying power-user techniques from the
world's most successful producers. Mixing Secrets For The
Small Studio is a down-to-earth primer for small-studio
enthusiasts who want chart-ready sonics in a hurry. Drawing
on the back-room strategies of more than 100 famous names,
this entertaining guide leads you step-by-step through the
entire mixing process. On the way, you'll unravel the
mysteries of every type of mix processing, from simple EQ
and compression through to advanced spectral dynamics and
'fairy dust' effects. User-friendly explanations introduce
technical concepts on a strictly need-to-know basis, while
chapter summaries and assignments are perfect for school
and college use. * Learn the subtle editing, arrangement, and
monitoring tactics which give industry insiders their
competitive edge, and master the psychological tricks which
protect you from all the biggest rookie mistakes. * Find out
where you don't need to spend money, as well as how to
make a limited budget really count. * Pick up tricks and tips
from leading-edge engineers working on today's multiplatinum hits, including Michael Brauer, Serban Ghenea, the
Lord-Alge brothers, Tony Maserati, Manny Marroquin, Dave
'Hard Drive' Pensado, Jack Joseph Puig, Mark 'Spike' Stent,
Phil Tan, Andy Wallace, and many, many more Mike Senior is
a professional engineer who has worked with Wet Wet Wet,
The Charlatans, Reef, Therapy, and Nigel Kennedy. He
specialises in adapting the techniques of top producers for
those working on a budget. Since 2007 he has transformed
dozens of amateur productions for Sound On Sound
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magazine's popular 'Mix Rescue' column, proving time and
again that you can achieve commercial-grade results with
affordable gear -- once you know how!

The Masters of Atlantis
Why is this journey important? The words of Ascended
Master Kuthumi may give an answer to this question: The key
to a successful journey to Bimini will be in your abilities to
access the Command's coding systems. What I mean is that
you will receive the symbolism that will make your journey
both intriguing and exciting. But reality reveals that the
intrigue will actually came from your abilities to decode the
keys. In the keys are contained the secrets to the power that
Atlantis once knew. This power was the connection of mind
energy to the source. It was harnessed energy of the sound
frequencies, that must be combined with the color
frequencies, for manifestation to occur. The key to the future
for planet Earth is the harnessing of this energy, for when the
decade of cleansing is complete, much that is around you
today will have to be reborn. Therefore, one of the ways this
will occur is to rediscover the paths and the keys of that
former lifetime that will be used to rebuild the civilization as
you visualize it to be.

Norwood
"The Lost Continent: The Story of Atlantis is a fantasy novel
by C. J. Cutcliffe Hyne. It is considered one of the classic
fictional retellings of the story of the drowning of Atlantis,
combining elements of the myth told by Plato with the earlier
Greek myth concerning the survival of a universal flood and
restoration of the human race by Deucalion.The novel was
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published first in serial form in Pearson's Magazine in the
issues for July-December 1899, and in hardcover book form
by Hutchinson (London) and Harpers (New York) in 1900.
There have been several editions since. Its was reissued by
Ballantine Books as the forty-second volume of the Ballantine
Adult Fantasy series during February 1972. Subsequent
editions were issued by Oswald Train in 1974 and by Bison
Books in 2002. The Ballantine edition includes an introduction
by Lin Carter, and the Bison edition one by Harry Turtledove.
Armchair Fiction released it as volume 12 of their ""Lost
World-Lost Race"" series in 2017. The novel was also
reprinted (slightly abridged) in the magazine Famous
Fantastic Mysteries (December 1944), and in the anthology
Science Fiction by the Rivals of H. G. Wells by Castle Books
in 1979."

Discover Atlantis
"During a mission in Antarctica, anthropologist Gordon
Tallbear and his researchers stumble across what they
believe could be a limitless source of clean energy for the
planet. Buried deep in the mountains, this secret cavern
contains computers from Atlantis itself -- a discovery that will
change life as we know it forever. But when their discovery
reaches the Gnomes of Zurich, a group committed to
furthering the interests of carbon fuel conglomerates, Tallbear
finds himself fighting for his life in a tense game of cat-andmouse."--Page 4 of cover.

Why We Sleep
His wife, Norma, has run off with her ex-husband, taking
Ray's cards, shotgun and car. But from the receipts, Ray can
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track where they've gone. He takes off after them, as does an
irritatingly tenacious bail bondsman, both following the
romantic couple's spending as far as Mexico. There Ray
meets Dr Reo Symes, the seemingly down-on-his-luck and
rather eccentric owner of a beaten up and broken down bus,
who needs a ride to Belize. The further they drive, in a car
held together by coat-hangers and excesses of oil, the wilder
their journey gets. But they're not going to give up easily.

Kull
Lamar Jimmerson is the leader of the Gnomon Society, the
international fraternal order dedicated to preserving the
arcane wisdom of the lost city of Atlantis. Stationed in France
in 1917, Jimmerson comes across a little book crammed with
Atlantean puzzles, Egyptian riddles, and extended alchemical
metaphors. It's the Codex Pappus - the sacred Gnomon text.
Soon he is basking in the lore of lost Atlantis, convinced that
his mission on earth is to administer to and extend the ranks
of the noble brotherhood.

True Grit
The Fourth Dimension
From T.A. Barron, the New York Times bestselling author of
the Merlin Saga, comes a new fantasy world about the origins
of Atlantis, perfect for fans of The Lord of the Rings, Eragon,
The Beyonders and Percy Jackson and the Olympians. In a
magical land called Ellegandia, a young boy named Promi
scrapes by, stealing pies, cakes and sweets to survive. But
little does he know that his country is a pawn in an ages-old
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war between good and evil, battled both in the spirit realm
and in the human world. Harboring secrets of his own, Promi
teams up with a courageous girl named Atlanta and the two
vow to save their land—and each other—no matter the cost.
But their vow has greater repercussions than they ever could
imagine—in fact, it may just bring about the creation of
Atlantis, an island cut off from the rest of the world, where
magic reigns supreme. With his trademark action, adventure,
and poignancy,master of fantasy, T.A. Barron explores a new
mythology—the origin of the legendary isle of Atlantis. This
book is perfect for fans of Rick Riordan, Brandon Mull,
Christopher Paolini and, of course, T. A. Barron’s Merlin
Saga. Praise for T. A. Barron’s novels: “Brilliant, significant,
and illuminating . . . an intense and profoundly spiritual
adventure.”—Lloyd Alexander “A crescendo of
miracles.”—Madeleine L’Engle “Interesting and august . . .
compelling.”—The New York Times “In the best tradition . . .
classic.”—Parents Magazine

The Masters of Atlantis
In a collection of personal essays, the actress shares her
views and insights on aging, Hollywood, being polite, sex,
and anger.

The Angels of Atlantis
This is the account of an American teenager who discovered
a monastery in Tibet that was the inspiration for the legend of
Shangri La. It might be categorized as a 'new age' or
philosophy book, like the Celestine Prophecy, since it focuses
on his spiritual training and their teachings in a novel-like
format. Hard to believe, but interestingly, the sub-tropical
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region amongst the Himalayas that he describes finding, was
later documented by explorers from National Geographic,
then 'covered up' (there is still evidence of this). Also
interesting is that the author was apparently mentioned in the
Edgar Cayce readings (the famous American psychic whose
books have sold millions of copies), as someone who would
one day bring an important message to the world.

Gringos
"Raised by his father in the dying town of Paradise Flats, Jack
McGreary has learned to live by his wits. The year is 1939.
Drought has turned America's heartland into a dust bowl, and
the world is on the brink of war. ack's father wants him to
head north to Canada to sign up in the fight against Fascism.
But when a pair of fast-talking swindlers named Virgil and
Miss Rose blow through town, Jack falls in with them instead.
ogether, they go on a crime spree across the Southwest,
staging a series of inventive and often hilarious cons, while
sexual tension between Jack and Miss Rose grows omeone
is being set up.

The Archangel Guide to Enlightenment and
Mastery
The extraordinary and bestselling journeys of one woman
throughout time An enormous vortex spiralled above the
earth, out beyond the orbit of the moon. Its centre was
expanding to form a huge glowing corridor through the fabric
of space. this brilliant mass shot forth thousands of glowing
balls of light that proceeded to descend toward our planet. As
tory awaits Maelgwn's return, she endeavours to find out the
truth behind her ancestry and is shocked to discover that her
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clan is not the only tribe of immortals the Gods have nurtured.
One by one, allies from tory's past re-emerge to help her
through a time of tribulation when her clan is made outcast
from mainstream society an old enemy, incarnate, is seeking
revenge on the Dragon's kin. And now, aided by a divine
power, an interstellar army is set to destroy 'the Chosen' at
the foretold Gathering of Kings.

The Dog of the South
The extraordinary and bestselling journeys of one woman
throughout time the narrow stairway inside the mountain led
to a door that opened into a huge marble plateau. Upon this
stood a stone circle of nine of the largest hunks of polished
crystal tory had ever seen. A turbulent cloud erupted
overhead, its core alive with electromagnetic activity. For
twenty years the kingdoms of Prydyn, Dumnonia and Dalriada
have prospered in peace under the guidance of their High
King, Maelgwn of Gwynedd, and his good Queen, tory. But
when the High King is stricken with madness and a
mysterious plague, Britain is set to be thrown into the chaos
of yesteryear. tory seeks the advice of an advanced
civilisation that thrived long before recorded history, where
men of great learning and miracles were abundant. the
women of the Otherworld agree to aid tory to make her
passage back through time. But once in Atlantis, tory must
use her own devices t find the cure she seeks and a way to
return to her loved ones in the Dark Ages.

Masters Of Reality
In a meteoric career that spanned a mere twelve years,
Robert E. Howard single-handedly invented the genre that
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came to be called sword and sorcery. From his fertile
imagination sprang some of fiction’s most enduring heroes.
Yet while Conan is indisputably Howard’s greatest creation, it
was in his earlier sequence of tales featuring Kull, a fearless
warrior with the brooding intellect of a philosopher, that
Howard began to develop the distinctive themes, and the
richly evocative blend of history and mythology, that would
distinguish his later tales of the Hyborian Age. Much more
than simply the prototype for Conan, Kull is a fascinating
character in his own right: an exile from fabled Atlantis who
wins the crown of Valusia, only to find it as much a burden as
a prize. This groundbreaking collection, lavishly illustrated by
award-winning artist Justin Sweet, gathers together all
Howard’s stories featuring Kull, from Kull’ s first published
appearance, in “The Shadow Kingdom,” to “Kings of the
Night,” Howard’ s last tale featuring the cerebral swordsman.
The stories are presented just as Howard wrote them, with all
subsequent editorial emendations removed. Also included are
previously unpublished stories, drafts, and fragments, plus
extensive notes on the texts, an introduction by Howard
authority Steve Tompkins, and an essay by noted editor
Patrice Louinet. Praise for Kull “Robert E. Howard had a
gritty, vibrant style–broadsword writing that cut its way to the
heart, with heroes who are truly larger than life.”—David
Gemmell “Howard’s writing seems so highly charged with
energy that it nearly gives off sparks.”—Stephen King
“Howard was a true storyteller–one of the first, and certainly
among the best, you’ll find in heroic fantasy. If you’ve never
read him before, you’ re in for a real treat.”—Charles de Lint
“For stark, living fear . . . what other writer is even in the
running with Robert E. Howard?”—H. P. Lovecraft

The Story Of Atlantis
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On the very edge of recorded history, the fabled island of
Atlantis formed the centre of a vast and powerful empire.
From there, the divinely-descended lords of the western
ocean made war on the rest of the world, until a brave
resistance drove them back, and the gods punished them for
their hubris. In that last cataclysmic struggle between gods
and mortals, the whole island continent sank beneath the
sea. For the first time, this book reconstructs the fact and
fiction of that lost age of gods and heroes, including the
political organization of the Atlantean Empire, the equipment
and tactics of the armies of Atlantis and their enemies, and
the stories of the great wars themselves, from the early
struggles between Atlantean colonies and the Amazons of
North Africa to the final and catastrophic counter-invasion of
Atlantis by the peoples of Europe and Asia.

The Lost Continent Illustrated
"Sleep is one of the most important but least understood
aspects of our life, wellness, and longevity An explosion of
scientific discoveries in the last twenty years has shed new
light on this fundamental aspect of our lives. Now
neuroscientist and sleep expert Matthew Walker gives us a
new understanding of the vital importance of sleep and
dreaming"--Amazon.com.

Atlantis Endgame
Prisoners of Shangri-La is a provocative analysis of the
romance of Tibet, a romance that, even as it is invoked by
Tibetan lamas living in exile, ultimately imprisons those who
seek the goal of Tibetan independence from Chinese
occupation. "Lopez lifts the veil on America's romantic vision
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of Tibet to reveal a country and a spiritual history more
complex and less ideal than popular perceptions allow. . . .
Lively and engaging, Lopez's book raises important questions
about how Eastern religions are often co-opted, assimilated
and misunderstood by Western culture."—Publishers Weekly
"Proceeding with care and precision, Lopez reveals the extent
to which scholars have behaved like intellectual colonialists. .
. . Someone had to burst the bubble of pop Tibetology, and
few could have done it as resoundingly as Lopez."—Booklist
"Fascinating. . . [A] provocative exploration. Lopez conveys
the full dizziness of the Western encounter with Tibet and
Tibetan Buddhism."—Fred Pheil, Tricycle: The Buddhist
Review "A timely and courageous exploration. . . . [Lopez's]
book will sharpen the terms of the debate over what the
Tibetans and their observers can or should be doing about
the place and the idea of Tibet. And that alone is what will
give us all back our Shambhala."—Jonathan Spence, Lingua
Franca Book Review "Lopez's most important theme is that
we should be wary of the idea . . . that Tibet has what the
West lacks, that if we were only to look there we would find
the answers to our problems. Lopez's book shows that, on
the contrary, when the West has looked at Tibet, all that it has
seen is a distorted reflection of itself."—Ben Jackson, Times
Higher Education Supplement

Spanish Fly
Masters of Atlantis is a cock-eyed journey into an America of
misfits and con-men, oddballs, and innocents. Lamar
Jimmerson is the leader of the Gnomon Society, the
international fraternal order dedicated to preserving the
arcane wisdom of the lost city of Atlantis. Stationed in France
in 1917, Jimmerson comes across a little book crammed with
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Atlantean puzzles, Egyptian riddles, and extended alchemical
metaphors. It's the Codex Pappus - the sacred Gnomon text.
Soon he is basking in the lore of lost Atlantis, convinced that
his mission on earth is to administer to and extend the ranks
of the noble brotherhood.

I'm Over All That
Lamar Jimmersan, an American doughboy in 1917 France,
learns that his life's purpose is to administer the brotherhood
of the Gnomons, preservers of the wisdom of the lost city of
Atlantis, and Gnomonism risesand eventually fades awayin
America. Reprint.

Escape Velocity
Based on the teachings of the 12 archangels of Atlantis, this
spiritual resource reveals how to become aligned with their
power and wisdom. The 12 angels are depicted through
extraordinary illustrations that accompany their written
message, and each angel is mirrored by a priest-scientist that
contributes to its divine energy. A series of exercises
awakens the archetypal guidance of each incredible force,
creating a spiritual environment in which joy and well-being
are sustainable. Providing faith seekers with a deep
connection to the ancient realm of Atlantis, these inspirations
offer powerful counsel and healing.

The Hunt For Atlantis (Wilde/Chase 1)
Masters of Atlantis
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Brad Steiger combines archaeology with clairvoyant insight
from multiple sources to argue that the Great Pyramid was
constructed with the assistance of the High Priest of Atlantis.
These Wizards were masters of the mystical arts; and there is
now sufficient evidence, says the author, that their
extraordinary powers, including those of levitation, invisibility
and faster-than-light travel, were originally presented to them
by the Old Ones who came down out of the Heavens at the
dawn of mankind. Steiger proclaims that a great New Age will
soon sweep across the planet, to be perfectly timed with the
rising of the Lost Continent and the re-emergence of the
Overlords of Atlantis who are returning to this dimension at a
key point in the world's history.

Overlords of Atlantis and the Great Pyramid
Come along with Mickey, Goofy, and explorer extraordinaire
Eurasia Toft for an action-packed adventure, hot on the
dangerous trail of an uncharted world! But where there's
action, there's trouble, and our heroes find it with the
megalomaniacal Horde of the Violet Hare! Along the way,
they'll uncover new mysteries: Did Earth once have a second
moon? Did ancient Atlantis save the planet from a deadly
interstellar collision? And the greatest mystery of all: will
Mickey, Goofy, and Eurasia get out of another scrape alive?
Collects Walt Disney's Comics and Stories issues #741 and
#742.

Atlantis
Norwood Pratt meets a series of odd characters on his trip
from Ralph, Texas to New York City.
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An Echo in Time Atlantis
Sent on a mission to New York he gets involved in a wild
journey that takes him in and out of stolen cars, freight trains,
and buses. By the time he returns home to Texas, Norwood
has met his true love, Rita Lee, on a bus; befriended the
second shortest midget in show business and “the world's
smallest perfect fat man†?; and helped Joann “the chicken
with a college education,†? realize her true potential in life. As
with all Portis’ fiction, the tone is cool, sympathetic, and
funny.

The Three Ages of Atlantis
With the fate of Atlantis on the line, will a warrior’s
uncontrollable passion destroy the world? The fifth in the New
York Times and USA Today bestselling series. Poseidon’s
warriors have learned that the battle to protect humanity
produces unexpected enemies and even more unexpected
alliances. When a group of human scientists joins with the
vampires in their plan to enthrall and enslave humanity, only
an emotionless Atlantean with a deadly attraction to a human
woman can stop them . . . A warrior cursed to have no
emotion …Cursed by Poseidon millennia ago to live life without
feelings or passion, Atlantean warrior Brennan’s curse is
shattered when he meets Tiernan-- a human with the ancient
Gift of Truth Telling. Attraction turns deadly when the woman
he could never forget becomes the woman he can never
remember. A human cursed to uncover deceit …Tiernan’s job
as an investigative reporter is perfectly suited to her unique
ability to see through any falsehood to the truth beneath. But
when she makes it her mission to uncover the secret lab of
human scientists conducting hideous experiments on humans
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and shape-shifters alike, only a wildly sexy Atlantean can help
protect her from the vampires who are determined to see her
fail—and die. When the future of the world is at stake, can she
overcome death itself so together they can protect mankind?
Warning: This book contains magic, Atlantis, Poseidon,
warriors, science, archaeology, strong women, hot attraction,
vampires, shifters, teleportation, a magic portal, magical
gemstones and jewels, laughter, danger, kisses, and a
happily ever after. Read at your own risk!

Atlantis Rising
The #1 New York Times bestselling classic frontier adventure
novel that inspired two award-winning films! Charles Portis
has long been acclaimed as one of America’s foremost
writers. True Grit, his most famous novel, was first published
in 1968, and became the basis for two movies, the 1969
classic starring John Wayne and, in 2010, a new version
starring Academy Award® winner Jeff Bridges and written
and directed by the Coen brothers. True Grit tells the story of
Mattie Ross, who is just fourteen when the coward Tom
Chaney shoots her father down in Fort Smith, Arkansas, and
robs him of his life, his horse, and $150 in cash. Mattie leaves
home to avenge her father’s blood. With one-eyed Rooster
Cogburn, the meanest available U.S. Marshal, by her side,
Mattie pursues the killer into Indian Territory. True Grit is
eccentric, cool, straight, and unflinching, like Mattie herself.
From a writer of true status, this is an American classic
through and through.

Children of Atlantis
“Tremendous. This guy has done history like you would not
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believe.” —Glenn Beck The secrets of history’s most enduring
mystery are finally revealed in The Lost Empire of Atlantis.
Through impeccable research and intelligent speculation,
Gavin Menzies, the New York Times bestselling author of
1421, uncovers the truth behind the mysterious “lost” city of
Atlantis—making the startling claim that the “Atlanteans”
discovered America 4,000 years ago and ruled a vast
Mediterranean empire that was violently destroyed in 1,500
BC. Forget everything you’ve ever thought about the Atlantis
legend—Gavin Menzies will make you a believer!

Atlantis Redeemed
World-famous architect Renzo Piano and his son Carlo set
sail from Genoa one late Summer day, guided by the
ancestral desire felt by many explorers before them: to find
Atlantis (in Italian, Atlantide). Atlantis is the perfect city, built
to harbour a perfect society. This is its true beauty, precious
and elusive. Renzo Piano, a man who can not only measure
land at a glance but also the sea’s infinite geometry, returns
to the places where he has erected his works, mosaic pieces
in the infinite, necessary quest for perfection. With his son he
sails across the Pacific, along the banks of the Thames and
the Seine, reaching as far as Athens, San Francisco’s
Golden Gate Park and Osaka Bay. In search of beauty, he
finds the imperfections that every building project carries
within it. And so, all that remains is to sail on.

Mickey Mouse: Fire Eye of Atlantis
Lamar Jimmersan, an American doughboy in 1917 France,
learns that his life's purpose is to administer the brotherhood
of the Gnomons, preserves of the wisdom of the lost city of
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Atlantis, and Gnomonism rises and eventually fades away in
America.

Song of Atlantis
For those who care about literature or simply love a good
laugh (or both), Charles Portis has long been one of
America’s most admired novelists. His 1968 novel True Grit
is fixed in the contemporary canon, and four more have been
hailed as comic masterpieces. Now, for the first time, his
other writings—journalism, travel stories, short fiction, memoir,
and even a play—have been brought together in Escape
Velocity: A Charles Portis Miscellany, his first new book in
more than twenty years. All the familiar Portis elements are
here: picaresque adventures, deadpan humor, an expert eye
for detail and keen ear for the spoken word, and encounters
with oddball characters both real and imagined. The collection
encompasses the breadth of his fifty-year writing career, from
his gripping reportage of the civil rights movement for the
New York Herald Tribune to a comic short story about the
demise of journalism in the twenty-first century. New to even
the most ardent fan is his three-act play, Delray’s New Moon,
performed onstage in 1996 and published here for the first
time. Whether this is your first encounter with the world of
Portis or a long-awaited return to it, you’ll agree with critic
Ron Rosenbaum—whose essay appears here alongside
tributes by other writers—that Portis “will come to be regarded
as the author of classics on the order of a twentieth-century
Mark Twain, a writer who captures the soul of America.”

The Lost Empire of Atlantis
Following in the tradition of Clive Cussler and Matthew Reilly,
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Andy McDermott takes us a roller-coaster ride in search of
the legendary Atlantis. Archaeologist Nina Wilde believes she
hasfound the location of the lost city of Atlantis andnow she
wants the opportunityto prove her theory. Someone else
though wants her dead! With the help of ex-SAS bodyguard
Eddie Chase and beautiful heiress Kari Frost, Nina faces a
breakneck race against time around the world, pursued at
every step by agents of the mysterious and murderous
Brotherhood of Selasphoros. From the jungles of Brazil to the
mountains of Tibet, from the streets of Manhattan to the
depths of the Atlantic Ocean, the hunt for Atlantis leads to a
secret hidden for 11,000 years which in the wrong hands
could destroy civilization as we know it

Prisoners of Shangri-La
A detailed description of what the fourth dimension would be
like.

Shane
Discovering evidence that someone has tampered with
events in ancient Atlantis, Time Patrol operative Ross
Murdock journeys back to the ancient world in disguise only
to discover that technology-sabotaging aliens are also visiting
there. 20,000 first printing.

Norwood
Jimmy Burns is an expatriate American living in Mexico who
has an uncommonly astute eye for the absurd little details
that comprise your average American. For a time, Jimmy
spent his days unearthing pre-Colombian artifacts. Now he
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makes a living doing small trucking jobs and helping out with
the occasional missing person situation—whatever it takes to
remain “the very picture of an American idler in Mexico, right
down to the grass-green golfing trousers.†? But when
Jimmy’s laid-back lifestyle is seriously imposed upon by a
ninety-pound stalker called Louise, a sudden wave of
“hippies†? (led by a murderous ex-con guru) in search of
psychic happenings, and a group of archaeologists who are
unearthing (illegally) Mayan tombs, his simple South-of-theBorder existence faces a clear and present danger.

The Masters of Atlantis
There is not much in mythology that has drawn so much
interest than the lost continent of Atlantis. In this book the
author, W. Scott-Elliot, tries to provide a geographical,
historical and ethnological sketch of all that was and might
have been. He even includes essays on the Lemurian race,
their language and life. This is a treasure chest for anybody
interested in Atlantis.

Mixing Secrets
Scientific and anthropological evidence for multiple Atlantean
empires and the global catastrophes that destroyed them •
Reveals that there was not one but three Atlantises--the first
in Antarctica, the second in South America, and the third in
the Mediterranean • Examines geological evidence of superfloods 15,000, 11,600, and 8,700 years ago • Shows how
these flood dates directly parallel the freezing of Antarctica,
the migrations of Cro-Magnon men, and the destruction of
Atlantis according to Plato 15,000 years ago the Earth’s axis
tilted, shifting the geographic poles. Volcanoes erupted, the
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icecaps melted, and the seas rose dramatically. Antarctica
was enveloped in ice, destroying the high civilization of
prehistory: Atlantis. But before the survivors could reestablish
what they had lost, catastrophe struck again--twice. Uniting
scientific findings with theories on the location of Atlantis, the
authors reveal that there was not one but three
Atlantises--the first in Antarctica, the second in South
America, and the third in the Mediterranean. Examining
paleoclimatology data, they show that Antarctica was
temperate 15,000 years ago and home to the original Atlantis.
They explore geological evidence of three worldwide superfloods 15,000, 11,600, and 8,700 years ago and show how
these dates directly parallel the freezing of Antarctica, the
arrival of Cro-Magnon man in Europe, and the destruction of
Atlantis according to Plato. Uncovering the influence of the
Atlanteans in Proto-Indo-European languages and in massive
ancient monuments aligned with the stars, they show how the
civilization founders in all early myths--the Pelasgians,
Danaans, Viracocha, Aryans, and others--were part of the
Atlantean diaspora and how this migration split into two major
movements, one to Latin America and the other to Europe
and Asia. Following the Atlanteans from a warm Antarctica up
to Peru, Mexico, and the Mediterranean, they reveal that CroMagnon men are the people of Atlantis and that we are just
now returning to their advanced levels of science, technology,
and spirituality.
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